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Abstract: This paper presents the impact of selected essential aspects of geological structure on the state of slope
stability as assessed by changes in the safety factor (SF).
The engineering geological slope features that were analysed include: (i) changes in soil cohesion and internal
friction angle, (ii) presence of a weak soil layer and its
span, (iii) structural discontinuity (i.e. fault), (iv) soil permeability properties and water conditions (i.e. groundwater level, long and heavy rainfall). A certain scheme of
slope stability calculations has been proposed for a case
involving complex geological conditions. The numerical
modelling of a hypothetic slope was performed using the
shear strength reduction method based on the finite element method.
Keywords: slope equilibrium state, strength parameters,
geological structure, heavy rains, finite element method

1 Introduction
Stability of slopes is a topical and substantial issue, affecting areas where there are natural slopes as well as manmade slopes in urban areas, e.g. railway and road embankments, deep excavations or dams [1–3]. In these all cases,
there are a large number of factors influencing the final
safety factor value. Furthermore, numerical evaluation of
the slope equilibrium state requires accurate representation in a computational model of soil and water conditions,
which are determined by the geological structure. This is
particularly important in areas which have been tectonically active or subject to intensive geodynamic processes
in their geological history [e.g. 4–7]. This is due to the po-
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tential occurrence of peculiar geological features, such as
soil layers with reduced strength parameters [e.g. 8], layering associated with strength anisotropy [e.g. 9] and the
presence of fault or discontinuity zones in the soil or rock
mass [e.g. 10, 11]. For this reason, numerical models often
do not adequately replicate real geological conditions. As a
consequence, the modelled equilibrium state may not accurately correspond to reality and the computational geometry of the mass movement slip surface may be incorrect.
Moreover, in numerical modelling there are various
consequences deriving from the calculation method selected for slope stability analysis, as discussed in [1]
and [12]. Appropriate definition of the slope numerical
model is also important (including: right type, sufficient
number and proper size of finite elements). These aspects
of modelling were discussed by the authors in an earlier
publication [13].
This paper presents universal multistep significance
analyses of the impact of individual specific soil and water
conditions of a theoretical slope on its stability, expressed
in terms of safety factor (SF). An evaluation of this type
should be conducted in each case where there is a complex
geological structure, on the basis of a properly planned
parametric analysis, taking into account different cases of
selected geological features.

2 Materials and methods
The shear strength reduction method (so called c-ϕ reduction method) was used for the purpose of slope stability
analysis. This method was implemented in Z_soil v16.08
software based on the finite element method (FEM), as described in detail by among others [14, 15].
The analysed slope was 25 m high and the slope angle α was 30∘ . In the reference case, the slope was made
of homogeneous material with the following parameters:
𝛾 = 22 kN/m3 , c = 10 kPa, ϕ = 30∘ . This soil was modelled
using the Mohr-Coulomb (elastic-perfectly plastic) constitutive model. In addition, two other materials were used
in the analysis. The first material was an isotropic soil
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons
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with strength parameters reduced by one-third compared
to the reference case. The second material was transversally isotropic (i.e. multilaminate) in order to simulate
anisotropic material behaviour. In this case, a matrix of
material parameters (as in the previous case) and weakness planes strength parameters (reduced by one-third)
were defined. The weakness planes dips were consistent
and equal to the slope inclination. In the numerical calculations non-associated flow law was used for elasticplastic constitutive models.
Figure 1 shows the scheme of subsequent stages of the
numerical analysis performed for selected components of
soil and water conditions. The presented workflow is dedicated for near-surface landslides cases (related to e.g. surface soils or rock debris), opposite to very deep and complex models driven by regional geotectonic regimes.
Study of the real case according to the proposed
scheme can show the scale, complexity and scope of the
problem which is analysed. For real conditions, some of
the factors analysed may be of little importance, while others may be taken into account in various ways. Therefore,
the proposed scheme contains criteria that can be used to
determine whether or not a given factor should be taken
into account.
It should also be emphasised that the data needed
to carry out the proposed analyses are not deterministic
but they vary in relation to regional geological engineering conditions. Similarly, all analysed structural factors
(e.g. thickness and location of the "weak layer", size and
orientation of discontinuities, strength parameters of the
soil/rock mass and contact interface, etc.) for some regions
will be random to some extent. This randomness range as
well as geological features recognitions defines the limits
of parameter values for the sensitivity analysis.
In stage one, the impact of variation in strength parameters on SF were analysed. The values of these parameters are characterized by limited certainty, which may be
attributed to soil variability as well as errors in the underlying tests. First, cohesion was incrementally changed at
a constant value of the friction angle of soil. After each
change of cohesion, the SF value was recalculated. Next,
in a similar manner, the angle of friction was incrementally reduced at a constant value of cohesion. Based on the
relations SF(c) and SF(ϕ), a triaxial graph of SF as a function of cohesion and internal friction angle of soil was developed. These correlations were established as a surface,
which was subsequently approximated by a plane in order
to determine an empirical formula for the safety factor.
In stage two, a multi-case analysis was conducted regarding the impact of the presence of a weak soil layer at
different depths below terrain level. This analysis made it
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possible to identify the worst case scenario. Based on that
(i.e. the worst case in a plane strain analysis), the study
was continued with a three dimensional models analysis,
so as to determine the impact of the span of a layer of reduced shear strength on the slope equilibrium state. Figure 2 shows two example models (which may represent
e.g. tills, clayey sands highland or weathered colluvium clayey soil - on the slope) with different weak layer widths.
Sedimentation and diagenesis processes may result in
rock structure anisotropy. Likewise weathering which can
also affect the soil structure. Macroscopic manifestations
of such anisotropy may include layering, lamination or
a system of fractures (see Figure 3), translating into soil
strength anisotropy. In the case of such materials, the use
of isotropic soil models is undermined by potential major errors. Such models assume that soil strength is not
dependent on the angle of load application. However, inter alia [16] provides an example of Tournemire shale to
demonstrate the strength anisotropy effect: during triaxial
shear tests, the strength of this material at uniaxial compression parallel to layering may be reduced by 30 to 50%
compared to strength at uniaxial compression perpendicular to layering.
In modelling strength reduction (by one third in terms
of both cohesion and internal friction angle), i.e. strength
anisotropy of slope formations, two different approaches
(A and B) were followed and a comparison of their outcomes was made. Approach A involved using interface elements in a numerical model, as they enable manual modification of strength parameters on the relevant surfaces
defined by lines (see Figure 4A). These surfaces, which
may be curvilinear, are input separately. Thanks to this
approach it is possible to introduce even complete material discontinuity. In the alternative approach B, we replicated anisotropy with a multilaminate constitutive model.
The model belongs to a group of elastic-ideally plastic constitutive models, and it is dedicated to layered materials,
such as shale [19]. In this model, it is assumed that there
are linear weakness planes in a geomaterial, parallel to
one another, along which displacement occurs (see Figure 4B). Weakness planes can be determined by systems
with different angles relative to each other. These systems
will be present throughout the defined material. On these
weakness planes, the maximum strength is limited by the
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Various strength parameters can be determined for each of the weakness planes
systems. Nevertheless, it is not possible to define strength
parameters of individual weakness surfaces.
Another element of a geological structure that was
analysed was structural discontinuity in the form of a
fault at the base of the slope. Such elements are often
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the factor-by-factor numerical analysis approach
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Figure 2: Exemplary models of a slope with an additional layer of reduced strength and different widths

Figure 3: Structural anisotropy examples of weathered colluvium from southern Poland: (A) Miocene Krakowiec clays [17]; (B) Clay shales in
the Chodenice layers; (C) Microtomographic cross-sections of a clay-shale sample after a triaxial shear test [18].

Figure 4: Slope models accounting for strength anisotropy: (A) Approach involving interface elements; (B) Schematic representation of the
multilaminate model effect

neglected in numerical model construction due to insufficient depth of geological structure investigation. In the
considered cases, the location of the fault was assumed under the slope, in order to verify the interactions with nearsurface landslides (i.e. the possibility of extending the slip
surface). As in the case of strength anisotropy modelling,
we followed two approaches (A and B). They were similar

to the ones used in earlier calculations (for shear strength
reduction by one third). In this case only one interfacetype surface was used in approach A, while approach B involved a limited discontinuity zone where material was defined with a multilaminate model (with weakness planes
dipping at the same angle as the fault and slope inclination; see Figure 5). The fault zone is defined as multilami-
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Figure 5: Models of a slope with a fault: (A) Approach based on using an interface element; (B) Approach based on using a multilaminate
model

Figure 6: (A) Slope model accounting for groundwater presence and rainfall; (B) Rainfall intensity as a function of time

nate material in order to model zone filled with fractured
material. An example of such use of a multilaminate model
can be found in a paper by [20], who presented a case study
of tunnel drilling in a faulted rock mass.
Numerical analyses of slope stability among others
provide quantity evaluation of water level impact on equilibrium state [e.g. 21] as well as pore water distribution [e.g.
22]. In the presented study, the analysed scenarios focused
on rainfall. This was further to analysis of 74 landslides
in the Carpathian flysch belt activated in 2010, which indicated rainwater infiltration as one of the three main factors triggering landslide movements and the cause of one
in five landslides [23]. Water pressure plays a major role in
destabilizing slopes, as has been demonstrated multiple
times in wide variety of cases [e.g. 21, 24, 25]. In order to
analyse potential changes in the slope equilibrium state
resulting from heavy rainfall, a model of a slope made of a
homogeneous material (as described above) of the filtration coefficient k = 10−5 m/s (see Figure 6A) were developed. For the purpose of the simulation, we assumed an
infiltration coefficient of 0.3, presence of groundwater as
well as rainfall of growing intensity, producing an effect
of water flow (expressed in m3 /d) to the slope surface (as
shown in Figure 6B). In other words, rainfall has been sim-

ulated as an inflow boundary condition (as suggested by
[26]), where value of inflow varies in time.

3 Results, interpretations and
discussion
In the reference case, the slope safety factor was 1.35. Figure 7A shows the geometry of the relevant slip surface. In
the subsequent stage, in line with the procedure described
above, the cohesion and internal friction angle were incrementally changed. Based on the results of a series of SF
calculations, the relation shown in Figure 7B was determined. This formula enables quick evaluation of the trend
of changes and the stability safety margin for various intervals of cohesion and internal friction angle. Due to the
practical application of the formula, it was decided to use
the mathematical relation with friction angle values in degrees.
For slopes of simple geological structure, quasi-linear
dependence of SF on strength parameters enables extrapolation of results for new values of c and ϕ. However, when
analysing slopes of more complex structure, the SF coefficient of determination (R2 ) needs to be considered to eval-
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Figure 7: (A) Outcome of the safety factor calculations in stage one; (B) Determining a formula for SF depending on cohesion and internal
friction angle

uate the usefulness of the outcome formula. In the analIn the next two models of the analysed slope, strength
ysed case, the slope equilibrium state is more sensitive to anisotropy through interface elements and a multilamia reduction in internal friction angle, which stems from a nate model, respectively, were introduced. The results of
homogenous structure and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. A an analysis for these two approaches differ significantly
decrease in friction angle by 9∘ (at c = 10 kPa) results in a (see Figure 10). In both models, there was a major decrease
loss of stability, whereas a reduction of cohesion to 0 (at ϕ in SF; in the one with interface elements, SF even fell be= 30∘ ) does not result in a loss of stability (due to the angle low the critical value of 1. Moreover, displacement fields
of slope).
resulting from loss of stability are also different. Interface
After determining the impact of variation in strength elements enabled replication of several failure surfaces,
parameters of the material forming the entire slope, an while the multilaminate model enabled development of a
analysis was carried out of the impact of the presence of a translational landslide. Presumably, the reason why the re5 m layer of reduced shear strength (one third weaker than sults of the SF calculations in the first approach are lower
the reference material; see Figure 8). As the depth of the is that after loss of stability displacements can develop in
weaker soil layer roof increased, the value of SF decreased; an unlimited manner, whereas in the second approach disin the worst case, SF was reduced by approximately 30%. placements encounter soil zones which have not been plasThe critical position of the new layer was at the bottom of ticised. Based on such different, yet characteristic, effects,
the slope and 20 m below terrain level. Such an outcome is it is possible to select a model that will best correspond
related to the presence of the longest section of the slip sur- to the actual soil displacements observed. Most likely, for
face within the weaker layer. In order to analyse the impact slopes made of stiff formations with high strength reducof the span of a weaker layer on the slope, a three dimen- tion depending on orientation (e.g. shale), the process of
sional numerical model based on the worst case in a plane loss of stability will resemble the one modelled in the first
strain analysis (PSA) was created (see Figure 9).
approach.
At the further stage, the stability analysis clearly
The weakness planes modelling methods described
demonstrates that the impact of a reduced strength param- above were also used to simulate a slope with a structural
eters layer decreases, as its width decreases, which is re- discontinuity surface at the base. In this case, the analysis
lated to the strengthening of the lateral zones of soil. How- outcome, SF=1.2, was the same for both approaches. However, if a certain width is exceeded, the slope equilibrium ever, displacement fields were still different. This time, in
state becomes similar to the stability of a specific case in the first approach the displacement field is related to surPSA (see Figure 9) which assumes ‘infinite’ width of both ficial translational slides, whereas when a multilaminate
the layer and the slope. Based on the study results, it can model is used in the fault zone, the entire soil mass is subbe concluded that three dimensional modelling provides ject to landslide movements. Whenever areas affected by
optimisation of slope protection costs, as was also noted tectonic movements (such as the hills in the Carpathian flyby [27]. Figure 9 also shows the geometry of the slip sur- sch region) are modelled, it is frequently debated whether
face in a three dimensional displacement analysis, which a surficial slide or a landslide with a deeply located disis derived from the plain strain analysis outcome.
placement surface/zone occurs within a slope. The selection of the right approach to the modelling of particular
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Figure 8: Outcome of a multi-case analysis of stability of a slope with a reduced shear strength layer

Figure 9: Results of three dimensional theoretical slope stability modelling

Figure 10: Two models of a slope made of a material of orientation-dependent strength reduction replicated by: (A) Model with interface
elements; (B) Multilaminate material model

slopes may be based on deep investigation of their geological structure and the results of inclinometer measurements.
The geological structure of numerous slopes, together
with their geometry and groundwater level, does not
present a risk of activation of landslide processes. However, a factor which can drastically change the equilibrium
state is soil/rock filtration properties combined with long

and intensive rainfall. An example of this situation was
modelled in the last stage of this numerical analysis. Figure 12 presents gradual changes in the degree of soil saturation of a slope as a result of continuous rainfall until the moment when the slope equilibrium state reaches
the critical value SF=1. As a consequence, landslide movements are activated in a slope which was originally stable
(SF=1.35).
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Figure 11: Two models of a slope with a structural discontinuity at the base replicated by: (A) Single interface-type element; (B) Material
zone represented by a multilaminate model

Figure 12: Model of a slope accounting for changes in saturation due to prolonged rainfall (brown colour at the slope cross-sections is
correlated with full water saturation) and landslide activation moment (slope cross-section in grayscale)

The issue of convenient guidance for numerical analysis of slope stability in the presented paper is important
because of the need for widespread use. New challenges
like this which are related to anthropression (e.g. development of areas of man-made soils; [28, 29] or which become
apparent due to new slope stability evaluation numerical
methods [30, 31] require ongoing discussion in search of
optimal solutions that can be quickly applied in the various cases along with scientific research and engineering
practice [32].
At the beginning of the discussion, much attention
should be paid to the calculation method. The c-ϕ reduction method is also implemented in software other than

Z_soil, which also use FEM or methods such as distinct
element method and finite difference method (e.g. Plaxis,
FLAC, UDEC, PFC, Midas, GEO5 MES). A discusion about
calculation methods does not lie at the heart of this paper, but is merely indicated as one of the aspects which
might affect the SF results. In some particularly complex
cases, calculations by two methods or even more may usefully be carried out, followed by a comparative approach to
the differences. Moreover, the results of calculations using
different methods can be used at various stages of geological structure recognition (e.g. initial slope stability calculations, stability calculations of individual smaller slope
parts, stability calculations of the entire slope model). For
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instance, such approach can be found, in the article on rent paper or in [27, 42]. Dahlin and Zhou [50] introduce
numerical modeling of the deep mining in Sweden [33]. comparison of 2D resistivity imaging electrode arrays, with
Furthermore, in some cases of slope stability analysis (e.g. their vertical and horizontal resolution. To enhance the
slopes in simple geological conditions) analytical meth- certainty of geophysical prospecting interpretations it is
ods, too, provide correct SF results, as has been shown in useful to perform several different geophysical field tests,
many papers, e.g. [34].
due to their various advantages and disadvantages [51, 52].
Another aspect of numerical calculations are material
models. The numerical calculations in the presented study
employ basic and not overly complicated constitutive ma4 Summary
terial models. For some particular soils and in some sophisticated studies there is a need for more advanced models
Numerical analyses are widely-used tools for recognition
(as introduced in [35, 36]). Nevertheless, their use requires
of stress and displacements fields which deepen knowlmore uncommon soil parameters.
edge of the mechanisms involved in landslides. NumeriIn some untypical cases, the proposed calculation
cal models based on suitable in situ and laboratory tests
scheme will serve as a useful starting point for introduccalibrated with field observations, measurements of ining modifications. Such a situation may occur, for example
clinometers, piezometric water level and land surveying
in areas that are strongly impacted by human endeavour,
make it possible to reliably predict changes in slope stabilby e.g. highway construction, suburban development, or
ity and in the event of an impending risk of a catastrophic
building of industrial sewage pipes [37]. The issue of selandslide they provide the scientific support needed to triglecting appropriate destabilizing factors lies at the heart
ger slope reinforcement works.
of the basic framework for landslide risk assessment and
A multi-case numerical analysis can be used to idenmanagement (described in [38]). Another example is a
tify the scope of outcomes along with the sensitivity of the
field characterized by highly developed vegetation, condimodel to variation in its different components (including
tioning reinforcement or shallow surface landslides [39–
erroneous assumptions made for the purpose of analysis).
41]. Furthermore, the geotechnical reinforcment of a slope
The proposed scope of analysis of the slope model’s
with a weak layer (in 3D FEM approach) can be considered
usefulness:
a component of the calculation scheme [42, 43].
– Mesh influence analysis (i.e. analysis of the geomeThrough taking a factor-by-factor approach, the imtry, number and size of finite elements, etc.);
pact that individual components of key slope features have
– Analysis of the model’s sensitivity to variation in
on stability can be quantified (observed as changes in SF
strength parameters;
value). Based on these outcomes, their equivalents can be
– Comparison of the outcomes of a plane strain analyestablished, as was presented in [44]. In the real case, a
sis and a three dimensional analysis;
positive development of the presented method is the addi– The impact of peculiar soil features (e.g. strength
tional calculations of stability, with all characteristics of
anisotropy or soil layers of reduced shear strength)
the analysed slope for cumulative effect. Then, an obserand structural discontinuities (e.g. faults) on the
vational method can be used to assess the reliability of the
slope equilibrium state;
final results. Verification of this type is applied in various
– Study of changes in groundwater levels caused by
aspects of numerical calculations of the soil medium, such
extreme weather (e.g. heavy rainfall, increased levas subsidence or soil bearing capacity [45–47] which are
els of water reservoirs and rivers).
also linked with the assessment of slope stability. The differences found in numerical calculations and field obserFor real conditions, some of the analysed factors (devations can be used to calibrate the numerical model [48]. pending from geological engineering conditions and it’s
Geophysical methods are one of the most frequently recognition) may be of little importance, while others may
proposed methods for investigating the geological struc- be taken into account in various ways. Therefore, the proture and so is proposed in the presented calculation posed scheme (at the Figure 4) contains criteria that decide
scheme. However, one should remain prudent when us- whether or not to take into account a given factor and how
ing these tools, as they have their own flaws "imperfec- to model it.
tions". For instance, [49] indicate the possibility that weak
and small layers are overlooked in the ERI method. In the
case of slopes, such layers may be responsible for the emergence of predisposed slip surfaces, as presented in the cur-
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